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the muskrat’s notebook 

Víctor Rodríguez Núñez 

Translated from Spanish by Katherine M. Hedeen 

 

1 
 

the sun rises through a coat collar 
the moon returns down the chimney 
the rain does the rest 
with its dense unitive solution 
the pineapple and the phenomenon 
the essence and the cypress correspond 
before your nakedness light concealed 
the shadow shows up as skin 
on the celestial corner dogs 
corralled that nothing can tear apart  
 
moons everywhere 
hungry to not miss a thing 
nothing more than dry straw 
mountain aura 
over the coals a goat swept along by the brook    
suns pawned by wine 
by gin murky 
the arpeggio and the image head for the dance floor 
in shreds the memory 
of one who wasn’t there but remembers 
 

11 
 
an uppercase ant 
won’t settle down like you 
on the carpet stained with frolic 
headed everywhere 
can’t tell light apart from true unease 
gets worked up on its own 
                                           in the swallowed shadow 
next to the acidic toad song 
an ant smashed out of fear 
with a new toy 
 
and a firefly is brought down too 
lacking any sense 
                            ready to shed light 
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the first of ten 
in the halo of a sleepless groundhog 
unforgiving of flowers 
                                   no yellow dream 
hands troubled 
gazing upon each other  
                                      the filth the beauty  
                                   
 
32 
 

for Jorge Boccanera 
 
rain won’t let you 
                            get silence to sleep 
and it’s solved in a cloudy cough 
a dry shiver 
nothing to finish off 
faces evaporate 
                          and scab over the mirror 
where everything hides from itself 
rough accordion 
the creek cuts you off 
 
the loss of voice is death tongue 
it can’t shut its mouth 
                                   a sturdy foam 
mobilizing the root dust 
I toss all the liquid  
                              to your overflowing thirst 
quartz harmony 
solitude with sound judgement 
but if you listen closely 
                                        death is chirping 
 

35 
 
before the snow’s slightest slip-up 
the enemy sprouts again 
                                        wolves vixens lynx 
its rhizomes grafted 
on objectivity magic word 
its fronds waving 
in the procedure 
                             numeral spell 
when forgetting snows   
it’s the enemy’s spring 
to get out of that orbit 
                                     its magnetized wood 
crocodiles snakes sturgeons  
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instead the cardinal carrying a sunflower 
in its night beak 
the wake of a renegade moon 
in its fearlight 
the muskrat diving 
amid the thirst 
                        asymmetrical full stop 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


